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Overview
About the Louisiana Digital Library
About Data Hubs
Using the LDL as a Data Hub
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The LDL: A Primer
3
The Louisiana Digital Library (LDL) is an online library containing photographs, 
maps, manuscript materials, books, oral histories, and more that document history 
and culture. Libraries, museums, archives, historical groups, and other institutions 
across the state contribute materials to the LDL.
As of September 2018, there are 19 institutions with published collections in the 
LDL. Each institution contributes the digital items and the descriptive text for their 
collections. Some collections, such as those associated with the Teaching History 
in Louisiana Project (TAHIL), are collaborative projects that include materials from 
several institutions. 
Home: http://www.louisianadigitallibrary.org/ 
Louisiana Digital Library
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● 2003 - Launch of LOUISiana Digital Library on CONTENTdm
○ Administered and supported by LOUIS
● 2006 - LSU migrates from LSU Digital Library to LDL
○ Site is redesigned
● 2014 - Louisiana Digital Consortium formed
● 2015-2017 - Development of “New” LDL on Islandora
○ 2015 - LSU assembles technology development team
○ July 2016 - First collections migrated
○ October 2016 - LDL Steering Committee formed
● August 2017 - Launch of Louisiana Digital Library on Islandora
A Brief History of the LDL
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The Louisiana Digital Consortium (LDC) is a partnership of participating Louisiana 
libraries, museums, archives and cultural heritage institutions. The LDC provides 
governance and leadership to ensure the effective operation, orderly growth and 
fiscal sustainability of the Louisiana Digital Library and other cooperative 
programs.
Home: http://louisianadigitalconsortium.org/ 
Louisiana Digital Consortium
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● Delgado Community College 
● East Baton Rouge Parish Library
● Law Library of Louisiana 
● Louisiana State Museum 
● Louisiana State University 
● Louisiana State University at Alexandria
● Louisiana State University at Shreveport
● Louisiana State University Health Sciences 
Center New Orleans
● Louisiana State University Health Sciences 
Center Shreveport
● Louisiana Tech University
● Loyola University New Orleans
● McNeese State University
● Nicholls State University
● Northwestern State University
● Southern University and A and M College
● State Library Of Louisiana
● The Historic New Orleans Collection
● Tulane University
● University Hospital & Clinics
● University of Louisiana at Lafayette
● University of Louisiana at Monroe
● University of New Orleans
● Vermilionville Living History Museum & 
Folklife Park
● Webster Parish Library
LDL/LDC Participating Institutions
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“Let’s Discover Louisiana Together”
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Digital Libraries  
Data Hubs
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Digital Libraries & Data
a large amount of data 
portioned out 
through the digital library interface
Faucet by parkjisun from 
the Noun Project 16
water well by Creative Mania from the Noun Project
a large amount of data 
easily accessed 
as needed when needed
Digital Libraries & Data
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Data Hub
Store data
Share data
Icon by Becky Warren
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The LDL as Data Hub
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Example: Content Statistics
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Example: Search Results Download
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Example: Collection Export to CSV
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Data Reconciliation
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Data Reconciliation
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Data Visualizations
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Conclusion
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Direct access to data 
supplements and enhances the functionality of the LDL 
and enables new ways of interacting 
with the items that document the history and culture of Louisiana 
There Are Many People Who Make This Possible
Jason Peak
William W. Conlin
Garrett Armstrong
Kyle Tanglao
The Islandora Community 
The LDL Community 
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Explore This Project
● XML2CSV: https://github.com/carakey/xml2csv 
● Islandora Datastream Crud: https://github.com/SFULibrary/islandora_datastream_crud 
● Open Refine: http://openrefine.org/ 
● iPhylo (biological taxonomy reconciliation services): http://iphylo.blogspot.com/2012/02/using-google-refine-and-taxonomic.html 
● Native Flora of Louisiana Collection in LDL: http://louisianadigitallibrary.org/islandora/object/lsu-sc-msw:collection 
● Native Flora of Louisiana CSV in Google Sheets: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QcdDkK7s1EC5Szf1u7KHA2zNk2TFEUgAGDTmYgMkLgY/edit?usp=sharing 
● Onodo “Lamiales by Margaret Stones” network visualization: https://onodo.org/visualizations/46536/ 
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